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   MEDIA RELEASE
  

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – Wednesday, January 11, 2017 
 

Westoba hosts producer of Before the Plate documentary 
 

 

BRANDON, MB – Westoba Credit Union is pleased to announce that Dylan Sher, third year 

agriculture business student at the University of Guelph and producer of the documentary 

Before the Plate is delivering a handful of presentations next week during Manitoba Ag Days. 

There will be one presentation broadcast live on social media and three in-person presentations 

at Ag Days. 

Join Dylan as he shares what consumers’ concerns are about the ag industry and how the gap 

in perception has grown to the size it is now. He will also cover the farmer's new 

responsibility on communicating with the public and how we can bring more people onside 

with our ever-evolving industry. 

After diving into the agricultural world, the knowledge gap between the end consumer and the 

farmer became extremely apparent to Dylan. He realized that he had a unique perspective as 

he grew up in the bundle of misinformation about the industry which is most prevalent in urban 

centres. 

Wednesday, January 18th at 12:30pm, viewers are invited to tune in to watch Dylan’s 

Facebook live presentation on the Westoba Credit Union Facebook Page. 

(https://www.facebook.com/WestobaCU). 

Thursday, January 19th at 11:30am, 12:30pm and 1:30pm, attendees of the Manitoba Ag 

Days exhibition are invited to hear Dylan speak in person at the Westoba VIP Lounge in the 

CKLQ Hall at the Keystone Centre in Brandon. 
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ABOUT WESTOBA CREDIT UNION: Westoba Credit Union is the sixth largest credit union 

in Manitoba with 17 locations. WCU is committed to enriching lives and communities by helping 

financial dreams come true.  

 

ABOUT DYLAN SHER: Growing up just outside of Toronto, Dylan Sher knew nothing other 

than city culture and, with that, the urban attitude towards farming. From a young age he took 

an interest in farming and is now in his third year at the University of Guelph studying 

agricultural business. After working on a dairy farm this past summer, Dylan started the Before 

the Plate Project to help show people from the city how farms operate in order to try and close 

the gap between public perception and reality.. 

 
For more information:  
Brenden Roemich  
Marketing and Communications Coordinator  
Westoba Credit Union 
Phone: (204) 885-8515 
Email: brenden.roemich@westoba.com 
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